Across

4. One of the Equitable maxims: Equity is. [EQUALITY]
6. They are not rules but are a means of grouping together similar equitable principles. [MAXIMS]
8. One of the Equitable maxims: Equity follows the. [LAW]
9. This is what Equity does to the Common Law. [SOFTENS]
11. One of the equitable maxims: Equity acts in. [PERSONAM]

Down

1. One of the Equitable maxims: Where the equities are equal, the first in time. [PREVAILS]
2. The legislation that was enacted to bring about the fusion of Common law and Equity. [JUDICIATURE]
3. Two words which come to represent the creation of new substantive principles after the Judicature System was enacted. [FUSIONFALLACY]
5. One of the equitable maxims: Whoever seeks it must do. [IT]
Down

7. One of the equitable maxims: Whoever comes to equity must have clean. [HANDS]
10. One of the equitable maxims: Equity considers that which ought to be done, as. [DONE]